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1. Worksurface
Worksurfaces can be ordered as a single
straight surface or as a dual surface in
a L configuration. Standard depth is 24”
or 30”. Standard length is 46”, 58” or 70”.
The worksurfaces are available in our
standard Swiftspace materials, including
a writable laminate surface at no
additional charge. Worksurfaces can be
ordered with a drafting option to be folded
down and used as a whiteboard
2. Mobile Storage
Complete line of mobile pedestals,
storage towers, and lateral files available.
3. Visual Privacy
Visual and Physical Privacy Panels can
be added to the sides and back of the
station to increase privacy. The panels are
available in various heights, widths, and
materials
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4. Surround Panels
Surround Privacy panels in various
heights and widths can be added. The
HPL panels are stored on the SHAPE
when folded and when the station
is set-up they attach in place with no tools
in seconds. Add a single panel when you
want to share with another workstation,
two panels for L shape, and three panels
to create a U shape.
5. Height Adjustment
Easily adjust from a sitting to a standing
position. Range from 23.2” to 49.4” with
the push of a button. There are four preset height adjustments available. Range
from 21.9”-48.1” available with smaller
castors.
6. Castors
2.5” in diameter with grey rubber wheels
that swivel and lock.
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7. Accessory Rail
For mounting monitors, shelves, paper
slots and binder storage.
8. Power and Data
This station uses Swiftspace power
bar with 15ft cord (mounted under
worksurface). The power bar, equipped
with 6 outlets and 4 USB ports can be
plugged into any 15 amp receptacle.
With a 1” pinchpoint gap between the
wall and worksurface, the power bar
can be accessed over the back side
or alternatively, through an optional
grommet hole.
Excess cords can be stored in the wire
basket that come standard under all
worksurfaces.
The optional power/data trough can
be used to house the Swiftspace Trac4
electrical system which can add an
additional 40 amps of power and up to 40
data lines for long runs.
A clamp-on surface mounted power
bar can be added. It plugs into the
undersurface power bar.

Our Shape Stations,
•

Mobile all-in-one unfolding system, Storable at 15% of its
original size

•

No installation required Configure your workstation
immediately

•

No parts or pieces, Easy to reconfigure

Shape stations folded for easy transportation or storage

For more information about our products or to schedule a demo visit www.swiftspaceinc.com

